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Description
Title of Invention: ELECTRONIC DEVICE AND METHOD FOR

CONTROLLING THE ELECTRONIC DEVICE
Technical Field

[1] The disclosure relates to an electronic device and a controlling method thereof, and

more particularly, to an electronic device for encrypting an image by using a user key

and uploading the encrypted image to an external server, and a controlling method

thereof.

[2] The disclosure also relates to an artificial intelligence (AI) system that simulates

functions, such as recognition and judgment, of a human brain using a machine

learning algorithm and its application.

Background Art
[3] Recently, artificial intelligence systems that implement artificial intelligence have

been used in various fields. An artificial intelligence system is a system where the

machine learns, judges and becomes smart, unlike a conventional rule-based smart

system. The more the artificial intelligence system is used, the higher the recognition

rate and the better understanding of user preference.

[4] Artificial intelligence technology consists of machine learning (e.g., deep learning)

and element technologies that use machine learning.

[5] Machine learning is an algorithm technology that classifies/trains the characteristics

of input data by itself. Element technology is a technology that simulates functions,

such as recognition and judgment of the human brain, using a machine learning

algorithm such as deep learning and includes linguistic understanding, visual under

standing, reasoning/prediction, knowledge representation, motion control, etc.

[6] Artificial intelligence technology may be applied to various fields, examples of

which are described below. Linguistic understanding is a technology for recognizing

and applying/processing human language/characters, including natural language

processing, machine translation, dialogue system, query response, speech recognition/

synthesis, and the like. Visual comprehension is a technology for recognizing and

processing an object as if it was perceived by human being, including object

recognition, object tracking, image search, human recognition, scene understanding,

spatial understanding, image enhancement, etc.

[7] Inference prediction is a technology forjudging and logically inferring and

predicting information, including knowledge/probability based reasoning, optimization

prediction, preference base planning, and recommendation. Knowledge representation

is a technology for automating human experience information into knowledge data,



including knowledge building (data generation/classification) and knowledge

management (data utilization). The motion control is a technology for controlling the

autonomous travel of a vehicle and the motion of a robot, including motion control

(navigation, collision and traveling), operation control (behavior control), and the like.

[8] Recently, as communication technology has developed and the capacity of a high-

quality image has increased, an image photographed by an electronic device can be

stored not only in an electronic device but also in an external device such as a cloud

server.

[9] In this case, when an image is transmitted to an external device such as a cloud

server, privacy can be violated due to hacking, and time and cost for transmitting a

high-quality image itself to an external device may be increased.

[10] Accordingly, a method is needed for uploading an image of small capacity while

preventing leak of personal information in the process of uploading or downloading an

image to or from an external device.

[11]

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem
[12] Embodiments provide an electronic device capable of preventing leak of personal in

formation, and uploading and downloading a compressed image by encrypting and

compressing an image using a user key when uploading and downloading an image to

and from an external server and a controlling method thereof.

Solution to Problem
[13] In accordance with an aspect of the disclosure, there is provided a method for con

trolling an electronic device including at least one processor configured to encrypt an

image and upload the encrypted image to an external server by using an artificial in

telligence neural network model, the method including: receiving a command to

upload an image to the external server; acquiring, based on the command, a charac

teristic value corresponding to the image by inputting the image and a key of the

electronic device into a neural network model trained to identify characteristic values

based on an input image and an input key; and transmitting identification information

of the image and the characteristic value to the external server.

[14] The key of the electronic device may be one from among a password of the

electronic device and identification information of the electronic device.

[15] The key may be one of a plurality of keys, and the transmitting may include

transmitting version information of the key corresponding to the image to the external

server together with the identification information of the image and the characteristic

value.



[16] The method may further include: acquiring, based on the command, a thumbnail

image corresponding to the image; matching and storing the thumbnail image and the

identification information of the image; and deleting the image.

[17] The method may further include providing the thumbnail image based on receiving a

display command to display the image.

[18] The external server may match and store the identification information of the image

and the characteristic value, compare a similarity between the image and another

image based on the characteristic value, and classify the image based on the similarity.

[19] The method may further include: receiving a retrieval command to retrieve an image

related to a keyword; transmitting a request to the external server requesting a search

related to the keyword; and receiving, based on the request, a characteristic value cor

responding to at least one search image related to the keyword from the external

server, the at least one search image being at least one from among images classified

based on the similarity comparison.

[20] The method may further include restoring the at least one search image by inputting

the characteristic value corresponding to the at least one search image and the key of

the electronic device into a decryption model trained to restore an image by using the

characteristic value corresponding to the at least one search image and the key as input

data.

[21] The method may further include: transmitting, based on receiving a download

command to receive the characteristic value corresponding to the image, a request

signal requesting the characteristic value corresponding to the image to the external

server; receiving, based on the request signal, the characteristic value corresponding to

the image from the external server; and restoring the image by inputting the char ac

teristic value corresponding to the image and the key of the electronic device into a de

cryption model which is trained to restore an image by using the characteristic value

and the key.

[22] The receiving may include receiving version information of the key of the electronic

device used for encrypting the image together with the characteristic value corre

sponding to the image from the external server, and the restoring may include restoring

the image by inputting the characteristic value corresponding to the image and the key

of the electronic device corresponding to the version information into the decryption

model.

[23] In accordance with another aspect of the disclosure, there is provided an electronic

device, including: a communicator; a display; a memory; and a processor configured to

control the electronic device in electrical connection with the communicator, the

display and the memory, wherein the processor is further configured to: implement a

neural network model trained to acquire a characteristic value by using an image and a



key as input data and a program for performing an operation of the electronic device,

acquire an input signal according to a command to upload an image to an external

server, acquire, based on the input signal, the characteristic value corresponding to the

image by inputting the image and a key of the electronic device into the neural network

model, and control the communicator to transmit identification information of the

image and the characteristic value to the external server.

[24] The key of the electronic device may be one from among a password of the

electronic device and identification information of the electronic device.

[25] The key may be one of a plurality of keys, and the processor may be further

configured to control the communicator to transmit version information of the key cor

responding to the image to the external server together with the identification in

formation of the image and the characteristic value.

[26] The processor may be further configured to: acquire, based on the command, a

thumbnail image corresponding to the image, match and store the thumbnail image and

the identification information of the image in the memory, and delete the image from

the memory.

[27] The processor may be further configured to control the display to provide the

thumbnail image based on receiving a display command the display the image.

[28] The identification information of the image may be matched with the characteristic

value in the external server, and the external server may compare a similarity between

the image and another image based on the characteristic value, and classify the image

based on the similarity.

[29] The processor may be further configured to: acquire an input signal according to a

retrieval command to retrieve an image related to an input keyword, control the com

municator to transmit a request signal to the external server requesting a search related

to the keyword to the external server, and receive a characteristic value corresponding

to at least one search image related to the keyword from the external server through the

communicator, the at least one search image being at least one from among images

classified based on the similarity comparison.

[30] The processor may be further configured to implement a decryption model trained to

restore an image by using a characteristic value and a key as input data, and restore the

at least one search image by inputting a characteristic value corresponding to the at

least one search image and the key of the electronic device into the decryption model.

[31] The processor may be further configured to: implement a decryption model trained to

restore an image by using a characteristic value and a key as input data, control the

communicator to transmit, based on a download command to receive the characteristic

value corresponding to the image being received, a request signal requesting the char

acteristic value corresponding to the image to the external server, receive the charac-



teristic value corresponding to the image from the external server through the com

municator, and restore the image by inputting the characteristic value corresponding to

the image and the key of the electronic device into the decryption model.

[32] Version information of the key of the electronic device used for encrypting the image

may be received together with the characteristic value corresponding to the image from

the external server, and the processor may be further configured to restore the image

by inputting the characteristic value corresponding to the image and the key of the

electronic device corresponding to the version information into the decryption model.

[33] In accordance with yet another aspect of the disclosure, there is provided a non-

transitory computer readable recording medium having embodied thereon a program,

which when executed by a processor of an electronic device including at least one

processor to encrypt an image and upload the encrypted image to an external server by

using an artificial intelligence neural network model, causes the processor to execute a

method for controlling the electronic device, the method including: receiving a

command to upload an image to the external server; acquiring, based on the command,

a characteristic value corresponding to the image by inputting the image and a key of

the electronic device into a neural network model trained to identify characteristic

values based on an input image and an input key; and transmitting identification in

formation of the image and the characteristic value to the external server. In ac

cordance with yet still another aspect of the disclosure, there is provided a device

including: a communicator; and a processor configured to control the device to:

implement a neural network model trained to acquire a characteristic value based on

input data, the input data including an image and a key, acquire an upload command to

upload an image to an external server, input the image and a key of the electronic

device into the neural network model, acquire a characteristic value corresponding to

the image and the key from the neural network model, and the image and the char ac

teristic value to the external server.

Advantageous Effects of Invention
[34] According to various embodiments of the present disclosure as described above, leak

of personal information may be prevented and an image of small capacity may be

stored in an external device when a user uploads or downloads an image acquired by

an electronic device to or from to an external server.

Brief Description of Drawings
[35] FIG. 1 is a view to explain a system for compressing and encrypting an image by

using a user key and storing the image in an external server according to an em

bodiment;

[36] FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram illustrating configuration of an electronic device



according to an embodiment;

[37] FIG. 3 is a detailed view illustrating configuration of an electronic device according

to an embodiment;

[38] FIGs. 4A and 4B are block diagrams illustrating a module for encrypting an image

and a module for decrypting an image according to an embodiment;

[39] FIGs. 5A and 5B are views to explain a trained encryption model and a trained de

cryption model according to an embodiment;

[40] FIGs. 6A and 6B are views to explain a method for generating input data input into

an encryption model according to an embodiment;

[41] FIG. 7 is a schematic block diagram illustrating configuration of an external server

according to an embodiment;

[42] FIGs. 8A and 8B are views to explain a method for encrypting and uploading an

image by using an encryption model according to an embodiment;

[43] FIGs. 9A and 9B are views to explain a method for downloading and decrypting an

image by using a decryption model according to an embodiment;

[44] FIGs. 10A and 10B are views to explain a method for retrieving an image by using a

decryption model and decrypting the image according to an embodiment;

[45] FIG. 11 is a flowchart to explain a method for encrypting an image by using an en

cryption model and uploading the image to an external server according to an em

bodiment;

[46] FIG. 12 is a block diagram illustrating configuration of an electronic device for

training and using an encryption model and a decryption model according to an em

bodiment;

[47] FIGs. 13A, 13B and 13C are block diagrams illustrating detailed configurations of a

training unit, an encryption unit and a decryption unit according to an embodiment;

and

[48] FIGs. 14 and 15 are flowcharts to explain a network system that uses an encryption

model or a decryption model according to various embodiments.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention
[49] The present disclosure is not limited to the embodiments disclosed below and may be

implemented in various forms and the scope of the disclosure is not limited to the

following embodiments. In addition, all changes or modifications derived from the

meaning and scope of the claims and their equivalents should be construed as being

included within the scope of the present disclosure. Like reference numerals refer to

like elements throughout the description of drawings.

[50] According to the present disclosure, the expressions "include," "comprise,"

"including," and "comprising," represent that one or more components, steps, op-



erations, and elements exist or are added, and does not exclude the presence of ad

ditional features.

[51] Expressions such as "at least one of" when preceding a list of elements, modify the

entire list of elements and do not modify the individual elements of the list. For

example, the expression, "at least one of a, b, and c," should be understood as

including only a, only b, only c, both a and b, both a and c, both b and c, or all of a, b,

and c.

[52] Terms such as 'first' and 'second' may use corresponding components regardless of

importance or order and are used to distinguish a component from another without

limiting the components.

[53] When an element (e.g., a first constituent element) is referred to as being

"operatively (or communicatively) coupled with/to" or "connected to" another element

(e.g., a second constituent element), it should be understood that the element is in

directly connected or coupled to the another element or connected or coupled to the

another element with one or more intervening elements (e.g., a third constituent

element) interposed therebetween. However, when an element (e.g., a first constituent

element) is referred to as being "directly connected' or "directly coupled" to another

constituent element (e.g., a second constituent element), it can be understood that there

is not another constituent element (e.g., a third constituent element) between an

element and another element.

[54] An electronic device according to various embodiments may be one of a smart

phone, a tablet PC, a mobile phone, a video phone, an electronic book reader, a

desktop PC, a laptop PC, a netbook computer, a workstation, a server, a PDA, a

portable multimedia player (PMP), an MP3 player, a medical device, a camera, or a

wearable device. A wearable device may be one of the accessory type (e.g., a watch, a

ring, a bracelet, a necklace, a pair of glasses, a contact lens or a head-mounted-device

(HMD)), a fabric or a garment-integrated type (e.g., electronic apparel), a body at

tachment type (e.g., a skin pad or a tattoo) or a bio-implantable circuit. In some em

bodiments, the electronic device may be, for example, a television, a digital video disk

(DVD) player, an audio playback device, a refrigerator, an air conditioner, a vacuum

cleaner, an oven, a microwave oven, a washing machine, a set-top box, a home au

tomation control panel, a security control panel, a media box (e.g., Samsung

HomeSyncTM, Apple TVTM, or Google TVTM), a game console (e.g., XboxTM,

PlayStationTM, etc.) an electronic dictionary, an electronic key, a camcorder, or a

digital photo frame.

[55] In another embodiment, the electronic device may be a variety of medical devices

(e.g., various portable medical measurement devices such as a blood glucose meter, a

heart rate meter, a blood pressure meter or a temperature measuring device, magnetic



resonance angiography (MRA), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed to

mography (CT), a camera, or ultrasonic device), a navigation system, global navigation

satellite system (GNSS), event data recorder (EDR), flight data recorder (FDR), au

tomobile infotainment device, marine electronic equipment (e.g., marine navigation

apparatus, gyro compass, etc.), avionics, security devices, head unit for vehicles, in

dustrial or domestic robots, drone, automatic teller machine (ATM) of financial in

stitution, point of sales (POS) of store, or an object Internet appliance (e.g., a light

bulb, various sensors, a sprinkler device, a fire alarm, a thermostat, a streetlight, a

toaster, a fitness appliance, a hot water tank, a heater, boiler, etc.)

[56] According to an embodiment, an external server may be embodied as a cloud server

for storing an image, a cloud device, an external storage device, the above-described

electronic devices, etc.

[57] According to the present disclosure, the term 'user' may refer to a person who uses

an electronic device or an apparatus (e.g., an artificial intelligence electronic device)

that uses an electronic device.

[58] FIG. 1 is a view to explain a system for compressing and encrypting an image by

using a user key and storing the image in an external server according to an em

bodiment. The system may include a first electronic device 100-1, a second electronic

device 100-2 and a server 200. The first electronic device 100-1 and the second

electronic device 100-2 may be used by the same user, but the present disclosure is not

limited thereto. The first electronic device 100-1 and the second electronic device

100-2 may be the same. In other words, a single electronic device may upload and

download an image.

[59] The first electronic device 100-1 may obtain an image. The image may be pho

tographed by the first electronic device 100-1, but the present disclosure is not limited

thereto. The image may be an image received from another electronic device, an image

downloaded from a website, etc.

[60] The first electronic device 100-1 may receive a user command for uploading an

image to the server 200. The first electronic device 100-1 may receive a user command

for uploading an image through menu items, but the present disclosure is not limited

thereto. The first electronic device 100-1 may receive a user command for uploading

an image to the server 200 through various user inputs.

[61] The first electronic device 100-1 may acquire a user key of the first electronic device

100-1 for encrypting and compressing an image. The user key may be identification in

formation of an electronic device (e.g., a serial number, International Mobile

Equipment Identity (IMEI) information, etc., of an electronic device), but the present

disclosure is not limited thereto. The user key could be a password input by a user. The

user key may be a combination of the identification information of the electronic



device and the password input by a user. The password input by the user may be a

password that is initially input by a user. However, the password may be changed

every time an image is transmitted or at a predetermined period of time.

[62] The first electronic device 100-1 may acquire a characteristic value for uploading an

image to the server 200 by using an image and a user key in response to a user

command for uploading an image. The first electronic device 100-1 may acquire a

characteristic value of the acquired image by inputting the acquired image and the user

key of the first electronic device 100-1 to an encryption model which is trained to

acquire a characteristic value by using an image and a user key as input data. The en

cryption model may be a deep neural network model, but the present disclosure is not

limited thereto. The encryption model may encrypt an image by using an image and a

user key, but simultaneously, compress an image and therefore, the encryption model

may be referred to as a compression model.

[63] A characteristic value may be an image representation value extracted by passing an

image and a user key through the trained neural network as inputs, and used in various

terms such as attribute value, feature vector, feature information, etc. The characteristic

value may be obtained through the representation learning of the Deep Neural Network

model.

[64] A characteristic value obtained by inputting an image and a user key into an en

cryption model may be decrypted to a normal image only when both the characteristic

value and the user key used for encrypting an image are necessarily used. The charac

teristic value obtained by inputting the image and the user key into the encryption

model may not be decrypted to a normal image when only the characteristic value is

input into the decryption model. Therefore, the encryption model and the decryption

model may be trained in parallel. The decryption model may restore the compressed

image into a normal image, and therefore, the decryption model may be referred to as a

restoration model.

[65] The first electronic device 100-1 may upload the acquired characteristic value to the

server 200. The first electronic device 100-1 may transmit the acquired characteristic

value together with identification information of the acquired image (e.g., an image

name, an image generation date, an image generation position, etc.) to the server 200.

The first electronic device 100-1 may transmit the acquired characteristic value and the

identification information of the acquired image to the server 200 and generate a

thumbnail image corresponding to an image. In this case, an original image may be

deleted.

[66] The server 200 may store and manage characteristic value received from the first

electronic device 100-1. The server 200 may match and store the characteristic value

acquired from the first electronic device 100-1 and the identification information of the



acquired image. The server 200 may compare the similarities between the acquired

image and another image based on the characteristic value, and classify the acquired

image based on the similarity comparison. The server 200 may classify the charac

teristic value corresponding to the acquired image in vector form. The server 200 may

provide a user with an image acquired according to a keyword or an image search

request of the first electronic device 100-1 or the second electronic device 100-2.

[67] The second electronic device 100-2 may receive a download command with respect

to the image obtained from a user. The second electronic device 100-2 may receive a

user command for downloading an image through menu items, but the present

disclosure is not limited thereto. The second electronic device 100-2 may receive a

user command for downloading an image from the server 200 through various user

inputs.

[68] The second electronic device 100-2 may transmit a request for downloading the

acquired image to the server 200 in response to a download command. The request for

downloading may include identification information of the acquired image.

[69] The server 200 may retrieve a characteristic value corresponding to the acquired

image based on the identification information of the acquired image and transmit the

retrieved characteristic value to the second electronic device 100-2.

[70] The second electronic device 100-2 may restore the acquired image by using the

characteristic value received from the server 200 and the user key of the second

electronic device 100-2. The second electronic device 100-2 may restore the acquired

image by inputting the characteristic value received from the server 200 and the user

key of the second electronic device 100-2 into the decryption model trained to acquire

an image using the characteristic value and the user key as input data. An image may

be properly restored even when the user key of the first electronic device 100-1 and the

user key of the second electronic device 100-2 are the same.

[71] The encryption model and the decryption model may be constructed in consideration

of the application fields of the models or the computer performance of the electronic

device. For example, the trained encryption model may be set to acquire a char ac

teristic value by using a user key and an image as input data, and the trained decryption

model may be set to restore an image by using a user key and a characteristic value as

input data. The user key used to train the encryption model and the user key used to

train the decryption model may be the same. To generate a characteristic value corre

sponding to an image using a user key and to restore an image using the generated

characteristic value, the trained encryption model and decryption model may be, for

example, a model based on a neural network. The encryption model and the decryption

model may include a plurality of weighted network nodes that may be designed to

simulate the human brain structure in a computer and simulate neurons of a human



neural network. The plurality of network nodes may each establish a connection rela

tionship so that the neurons simulate the synaptic activity of the neurons sending and

receiving signals through the synapse. In addition, the encryption model and the de

cryption model may include, for example, a neural network model or a deep learning

model developed from a neural network model. In the deep-learning model, a plurality

of network nodes may be located at different depths (or layers), and may exchange

data according to a convolution connection relationship. Examples of the encryption

model and the decryption model may be Deep Neural Network (DNN), Recurrent

Neural Network (RNN), and Bidirectional Recurrent Deep Neural Network (BRDNN),

but the present disclosure is not limited thereto.

[72] The first electronic device 100-1 and the second electronic device 100-2 may use an

artificial intelligence agent to encrypt the image selected by a user as a characteristic

value and upload the image to the server 200, and to download a characteristic value

from the server 200 and restore the characteristic value into an image. The artificial in

telligence agent may be a program only for providing an artificial intelligence

(Al)-based service (e.g., speech recognition service, secretarial service, translation

service, search service, etc.) that is executed by a general purpose processor (e.g., a

central processing unit (CPU)) or a separate AI-specific processor (e.g., GPU, etc.). In

particular, an artificial intelligence agent may control various modules to be described

below.

[73] Based on receiving a user input for uploading an image or a user input for

downloading an image, an artificial intelligence agent may be operated. The artificial

intelligence agent may encrypt an image as a characteristic value based on a user input

and upload the characteristic value to the external server 200 or download the char ac

teristic value stored in the external server 200 and restore the characteristic value to an

image.

[74] The artificial intelligence agent may operate based on a user input for uploading an

image or a user input for downloading an image. The artificial intelligence agent may

be executed before a user input for uploading an image or a user input for downloading

an image is received. In this case, after a user input for uploading an image or a user

input for downloading an image is received, the artificial intelligence agent may

encrypt an image as a characteristic value and upload the characteristic value or

download the characteristic value and restore the characteristic value into an image.

[75] The artificial intelligence agent may be in a standby state before a user input for

uploading an image or a user input for downloading an image is received. The standby

state may be a state where receiving a user input predefined for controlling an

operation start of the artificial intelligence agent is detected. While the artificial in

telligence agent is in a standby state, when a user input for uploading an image or a



user input for downloading an image is received, the first electronic device 100-1 or

the second electronic device 100-2 may operate the artificial intelligence agent, encrypt

an image as a characteristic value and upload the characteristic value or download the

characteristic value and restore it into an image. The artificial intelligence agent may

control various modules to be described below. The detailed description thereof will be

made below.

[76] Examples of the electronic device uploading or downloading an image using the

trained encryption model or the trained decryption model will be described below.

[77] FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram illustrating configuration of an electronic device

according to an embodiment. As shown in FIG. 2, an electronic device 100 may

include a communicator 110, a display 120, a memory 130 and a processor 140. FIG. 2

is an exemplary diagram illustrating configurations for implementing embodiments,

and hardware/software configurations that could be apparent to those skilled in the art

may be further included in the electronic device 100.

[78] The communicator 110 may be a transceiver (transmitter and receiver) or commu

nication interface that communicates with an external device or an external server

according to various communication methods. The communicator 110 may transmit a

characteristic value corresponding to an image to an external server in response to an

image upload request of a user and receive a characteristic value corresponding to an

image from an external server in response to an image download request of a user.

[79] The display 120 may provide various screens. The display 120 may display a screen

including at least one image (e.g., a picture). The display 120 may display a user

interface (UI) for receiving various user commands such as an image upload

command, an image download command, an image search command, etc.

[80] The memory 130 may store various programs and data for performing an operation

of the electronic device 100. The memory 130 may store at least one of an encryption

model trained to acquire a characteristic value with respect to an image using an image

and a user key as input data and a decryption model trained to restore an image using a

characteristic value and a user key as input data. The memory 130 may include an en

cryption module 410 and a decryption module 420 as shown in FIGs. 4A and 4B. The

detailed description thereof will be made below with reference to FIGs. 4A and 4B.

[81] The processor 140 may be electrically connected to the communicator 110, the

display 120 and the memory 130 and control the overall operation and function of the

electronic device 100. The processor 140 may encrypt an image into a characteristic

value through the encryption module 410 and upload the characteristic value to an

external server. Based on receiving an input signal according to a user command for

uploading the acquired image to the external server 200, the processor 140 may acquire

a characteristic value corresponding to the acquired image by inputting the acquired



image and the user key of the electronic device to the encryption model 413 in

response to an input signal and control the communicator 110 to transmit the identi

fication information of the acquired image and the characteristic value to the external

server 200.

[82] The processor 140 may decrypt a characteristic value downloaded from an external

server into an image through the decryption module 420. When an input signal

according to a user command for downloading a characteristic value corresponding to

the image uploaded to the external server 200 is received, the processor 140 may

request a characteristic value to the external server 200 in response to an input signal,

receive the characteristic value from the communicator 110, and restore an image cor

responding to the characteristic value by inputting the received characteristic value and

the user key into the decryption model 422.

[83] FIG. 3 is a detailed view illustrating configuration of an electronic device according

to an embodiment. Referring to FIG. 3, an electronic device 100 may include a com

municator 110, a display 120, a memory 130, a processor 140, a user input interface

150, an audio output interface 160 and a camera 170.

[84] The communicator 110 may perform communication with various types of external

devices according to various types of communication methods. The communicator 110

may include at least one of a Wi-Fi chip 111, a Bluetooth chip 112, a wireless commu

nication chip 113 and a near-field communication (NFC) chip 114. The processor 140

may perform communication with an external server or various external devices by

using the communicator 110. The communicator 110 may perform communication

with an external cloud server.

[85] The display 120 may display image data processed by an image processor on a

display area (or a display). The display area may be at least part of the display 120

exposed on one surface of a housing of the electronic device 100.

[86] At least part of the display 120 may be disposed on at least one of a front surface

area, a side surface area and a rear surface area of the electronic device 100 in the form

of a flexible display. The flexible display may be a thin and flexible substrate that may

be bent, curved and rolled without damage, like a piece of paper.

[87] The display 120 may be combined with a touch panel and embodied as a touch

screen having a layer structure. The touch screen may function as a display while being

configured to detect a touch input position, a touched area, and a touch input pressure

in addition to a function of detecting a real touch and a proximity touch.

[88] The memory 130 may store instructions or data related to at least one other

component of the electronic device 100. In particular, the memory 130 may be im

plemented as a non-volatile memory, a volatile memory, a flash memory, a hard disk

drive (HDD), or a solid state drive (SSD). The memory 130 may be accessed by the



processor 140 and the processor 140 may read/write/modify/delete/update data. The

term 'memory' in the present disclosure may include the memory 130, a read-only

memory (ROM), a random-access memory (RAM) in the processor 140 or a memory

card (e.g., a micro SD card, a memory stick, etc.) attached to the electronic device 100.

In addition, the memory 130 may store programs and data for various screens to be

displayed on the display area of the display 120.

[89] The user input interface 150 may receive various user inputs and transmit the various

user inputs to the processor 140. In particular, the user input interface 150 may include

a touch sensor, a pen sensor (such as a digital pen sensor), a pressure sensor, or a key.

The touch sensor may use, for example, at least one of an electrostatic type, a pressure

sensitive type, an infrared type, and an ultrasonic type. The (digital) pen sensor may

be, for example, part of a touch panel or may include a separate recognition sheet. The

key may include, for example, a physical button, an optical key, or a keypad.

[90] The user input interface 150 may acquire an input signal according to a user input for

uploading an image or a user input for downloading an image. The user input interface

150 may transmit an input signal to the processor 140.

[91] The audio output interface 160 may output various alarm sounds and voice messages

in addition to various audio data where decoding, amplification, noise filtering, etc. are

performed by an audio processor. The audio output interface 160 may be embodied as

a speaker, but the present disclosure is not limited thereto. The audio output interface

160 may be embodied as an output terminal that outputs audio data.

[92] The camera 170 may photograph an image through a lens. The camera 170 may be

provided in front of or behind the electronic device 100. The camera 170 may be

embodied in the electronic device 100, but the present disclosure is not limited thereto.

The camera 170 may be provided outside the electronic device 100 and connect to the

electronic device 100 in a wired or wireless manner.

[93] The processor 140 (or a controller) may be a hardware processor, and control the

overall operation of the electronic device 1100 using various programs stored in the

memory 130.

[94] The processor 140 may include a RAM 141, a ROM 142, a graphics processor 143, a

main CPU 144, first to n interfaces 145-1 to 145-n and a bus 146. The RAM 141, the

ROM 142, the graphics processor 143, the main CPU 144, the first to n interfaces

145-1 to 145-n, etc. may be connected to one another via the bus 146.

[95] FIG. 4A is a block diagram illustrating an encryption module 410 for encrypting an

image and FIG. 4B is a block diagram illustrating a decryption module 420 for de

crypting an image according to an embodiment. An electronic device 100 may include

both an encryption module 410 and a decryption module 420, but the present

disclosure is not limited thereto. The electronic device 100 may include only one of the



encryption module 410 and the decryption module 420.

[96] The encryption module 410 may include an image acquisition module 4 11, an image

encryption module 412, an encryption model 413, a user key management module 414

and a thumbnail image generation module 415.

[97] The image acquisition module 411 may acquire an image for uploading to the

external server 200 from the electronic device 100. The image acquisition module 411

may acquire an image photographed by the camera 170, an image transmitted from an

external electronic device, and an image downloaded from a website.

[98] The image encryption module 412 may encrypt an image by using the encryption

model 413. The encryption model 413 may be a model trained to acquire a char ac

teristic value 530 by using an image 510 and a user key 520 as input data shown in

FIG. 5A. The encryption model 413 may be a Convolution Neural Network (CNN),

but it is not limited thereto. The encryption model 413 may use various neural

networks such as a generative adversarial network (GAN), a deep neural network

(DNN), a recurrent neural network (RNN), a Bidirectional Recurrent Deep Neural

Network (BRDNN), etc.

[99] The image encryption module 412 may generate input data by using an image and a

user key. The image encryption module 412 may generate input data by using an

image and a user key in various manners

[100] For example, as shown in FIG. 6A, the image encryption module 412 may process an

image 610 of three channels, such as red, green and blue (RGB), having a width and a

height, and a user key 620 of N channels having a width and a height. The image en

cryption module 412 may generate input data 630 having (N+3) channels by con

catenating the image 610 of three channels and the user key 620 of N channels. The

image encryption module 412 may generate the input data 630 by concatenating the

channel of the image 610 and the channel of the user key 620.

[101] For another example, as shown in FIG. 6B, the image encryption module 412 may

process an image 610 of three channels (RGB) having a width and a height and a user

key 640 of one channel having a width and a height. The image encryption module 412

may generate input data 650 having three channels by summing pixels of the image

610 of three channels and pixels of the user key 640 of one channel. The image en

cryption module 412 may generate the input data 650 by summing pixel values of the

image 610 and pixel values of the user key 640.

[102] The structure and set values of the neural network may be changed according to the

embodiments described in FIGs. 6A and 6B, respectively. In other words, depending

on the type of input data, the input data size of the neural network, the number of

layers constituting the neural network, the kernel size and channel number of each

layer, the number of pooling layers, the pooling size, whether skip connection is



applied, and whether Intermediate Feature and Top-down Feature are applied may be

changed.

[103] The image encryption module 412 may input the generated input data to the en

cryption model 413 including a plurality of layers. The input data may be extracted as

a characteristic value having a smaller size by repeating the calculation of a plurality of

layers. In other words, the input data may be calculated as a first characteristic value

by passing through a first layer, the first characteristic value may be calculated as a

second characteristic value by passing through a second layer, and the second char ac

teristic value may be calculated as a third characteristic value having a smaller size by

passing through a pooling payer. By repeating the above, input data may be calculated

as a final characteristic value having a reduced size by passing through N layers.

[104] The image encryption module 412 may acquire a characteristic value 530 calculated

by passing the input data 630 or 650 through a plurality of layers. The acquired char ac

teristic value 530 may be encrypted through a plurality of layers. In other words, the

acquired characteristic value 530 may not be restored into an original image without a

user key. The acquired characteristic value 530 may be compressed compared to a

pervious image because the size of the characteristic value is reduced by passing

through the pooling layer.

[105] The user key management module 414 may manage a user key. Specifically, when a

user key is identification information of the electronic device 100 (e.g., a serial

number, IMEI information, etc.), the user key may not be changed. However, when the

user key is a password that a user directly inputs, the user key may be changed peri

odically or non-periodically. Therefore, the user key management module 414 may

mange version information on the user key changed by a user. The user key

management module 414 may manage the history of the changed user key and use the

changed user key when encrypting a characteristic value into an image.

[106] According to another embodiment, when a user key is changed, the image encryption

module 413 may encrypt the previously encrypted image again using the changed user

key and transmit the encrypted image to the external server.

[107] The thumbnail image generation module 415 may generate a thumbnail image corre

sponding to an encrypted image. The encrypted image may be uploaded to the server

200 as compressed, and thus the electronic device 100 may not need to store a high-

capacity image. Therefore, the thumbnail image generation module 415 may generate a

low-capacity thumbnail image corresponding to the encrypted image, match and store

the generated thumbnail image and the identification information of the image.

[108] The thumbnail image generation module 415 may group pixels that constitute an

image and generate a thumbnail image based on a representative value of the pixels

included in a group (e.g., a mean value, a median value, a mode value, etc.). For



example, when an encrypted image is transmitted to the server 200 and the thumbnail

image generation module 415 generates a thumbnail image, an original image may be

deleted.

[109] Based on receiving a request for displaying a low-resolution image from a user, the

electronic device 100 may retrieve a thumbnail image generated by the thumbnail

image generation module 415 and provide the image to a user, and based on receiving

a request for displaying a high-resolution image from a user, the electronic device 100

may download a characteristic value stored in the external server 200, input the

downloaded characteristic value into a decryption module, restore the characteristic

value into an image and provide the image to a user.

[110] Referring to FIG. 4B, the decryption module 420 may include an image decryption

module 421, a decryption model 422 and an image providing module 423.

[Ill] The image decryption module 421 may restore the characteristic value received from

the external server 200 into an original image by using the decryption model 422. The

decryption model 422 may be a model trained to restore an image by using a char ac

teristic value and a user key as input data.

[112] Referring to FIG. 5B, the decryption model 422 may be a model trained to acquire

the image 510 by using the characteristic value 530 and the user key 520 as input data.

The decryption model 422 may be embodied as Deconvolution Neural Network. The

Deconvolution Neural Network may be mirrored from the convolution Neural Network

used as the encryption model 413 and use an unpooling layer instead of a pooling

layer. The Deconvolution Neural Network may store each pixel position value and

perform an unpooling operation by using the stored pixel position value. Decon

volution Neural Network used as the decryption model 422 in the present disclosure

may be trained in parallel with the Convolution Neural Network used as the encryption

model 413.

[113] The decryption model 422 may use the Deconvolution Neural Network, but the

present disclosure is not limited thereto. The decryption model 422 may use another

neural network such as Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). When the GAN is

used for restoring an image, the electronic device 100 may restore an image of higher

resolution than an original image.

[114] The image decryption module 421 may input the characteristic value 530

downloaded from the server 200 and the user key 520 into the decryption model 422

trained as input data and restore the image 510.

[115] The image providing module 423 may provide the restored image to a user. The

image providing module 423 may provide a restored image in a full screen, but it is not

limited thereto, and may provide the restored image in various screens such as a

picture in picture (PIP) screen. The image providing module 423 may store the restored



image in the memory 130 of the electronic device 100.

[116] FIG. 7 is a schematic block diagram illustrating configuration of an external server

according to an embodiment. Referring to FIG. 7, a server 200 may include a com

municator 210, a memory 220, and a processor 230.

[117] The communicator 210 may be a transceiver (transmitter and receiver) or commu

nication interface that communicates with external electronic devices. The com

municator 210 may receive identification information of an image and a characteristic

value of an image from the external electronic devices 100. The communicator 210

may transmit a characteristic value to the external electronic devices 100 in response to

a search request or a download request.

[118] The memory 220 may match and store the identification information of the image

received from the external electronic devices 100 and the characteristic value of the

image. The memory 220 may store information on the similarity of the image together

with the identification information of the image and the characteristic value of the

image.

[119] The processor 230 may control the overall operation of the server 200. Based on

receiving the identification information of the image and the characteristic value of the

image from the electronic device 100, the processor 230 may match the identification

information of the image with the characteristic value of the image and the store the

result in the memory 220. Based on further receiving the version information of the

user key corresponding to the acquired image among the plurality of user keys from

the electronic device 100, the processor 230 may also store the version information on

the user key.

[120] The processor 230 may compare the similarity between the acquired image and

another image based on the characteristic value and classify the acquired image based

on the similarity comparison. The processor 230 may store a characteristic value for

each similarity.

[121] Based on receiving an image download request including the identification in

formation of the image from the electronic device 100, the processor 230 may retrieve

a characteristic value of the image to be downloaded based on the identification in

formation of the image. The processor 230 may control the communicator 210 to

transmit the characteristic value of the retrieved image to the electronic device 100.

[122] The processor 230 may transmit only the characteristic value of the retrieved image

to the electronic device 100, but the present disclose is not limited thereto. The

processor 230 may control the communicator 210 to transmit the characteristic value of

the retrieved image together with the version information of the user key.

[123] Based on receiving an image search request including a characteristic value or a

keyword of the image from the electronic device 100, the processor 230 may retrieve a



search image related to the characteristic value or the key word of the received image

based on the image similarity.

[124] FIGs. 8A and 8B are views to explain a method for encrypting and uploading an

image by using an encryption model according to an embodiment.

[125] The electronic device 100 may receive an upload command with respect to an image

at step S810. Referring to (a) of FIG. 8B, the electronic device 100 may display an ap

plication screen including a plurality of images. The plurality of images may be images

photographed by the camera 170, but the present disclosure is not limited thereto. The

images may be various such as an image received from an external apparatus, an image

downloaded from a website, a captured screen of the electronic device 100, etc. Based

on a user command for selecting one of the plurality of images being received, the

electronic device 100 may display a menu 880 at the periphery of the selected image as

shown in (b) of FIG. 8B. Based on an item "cloud storage" among the items in the

menu 880 being selected, the electronic device 100 may receive an image upload

command for storing the selected image in the external cloud server 200. As described

above, the electronic device 100 may receive an image upload command using the

menu 880, but the present disclosure is not limited thereto. The electronic device 100

may receive an upload command with respect to an image in various manners. For

example, when a preset button included in the electronic device 100 (e.g., a button for

executing an artificial intelligence program) is selected and a command for uploading

an image is input, the electronic device 100 may receive an image upload command.

[126] The electronic device 100 may acquire a user key in response to an upload command

with respect to an image at step S820. The electronic device 100 may acquire the iden

tification information of the electronic device 100 as a user key, and acquire a

password set by a user as a user key. The password set by a user may be a password for

an application for uploading an image, and a password for the selected image. The

electronic device 100 may generate a new value based on the identification information

of the electronic device 100 and the password set by a user.

[127] The electronic device 100 may acquire a characteristic value by inputting an image

and a user key into an encryption model at step S830. The electronic device 100 may

generate input data by using an image and a user key, and acquire a characteristic value

corresponding to an image by inputting the generated input data into an encryption

model.

[128] The electronic device 100 may transmit the identification information and the char ac

teristic value of the image to the server 200 at step S840. The image identification in

formation may be various information such as an image name, an image generation

date, an image generation position, etc. The electronic device 100 may transmit the

identification information and the characteristic value of the image, but the present



disclosure is not limited thereto. The electronic device 100 may transmit the identi

fication information, the characteristic value and version information of the user key.

[129] The electronic device 100 may generate a thumbnail image after transmitting the

identification information and the characteristic value of the image to the external

server 200 at step S850. The electronic device 100 may compress and store an image

of high resolution in the external server 200 and generate and store a thumbnail image

of low resolution in the external server 200. The electronic device 100 may match and

store a low-resolution thumbnail image and the identification information of the image.

[130] The server 200 may match and store the image identification information and the

characteristic value received from the electronic device 100 at step S860. The server

200 may store the version information of the user key together with the image identi

fication information and the characteristic value.

[131] The server 200 may classify the image based on the similarity comparison of the

characteristic value at step S870. The server 200 may perform similarity comparison

based on the characteristic values represented by vector and classify the image through

a classifier in a feature space and manage the image. By classifying and managing the

image, it becomes possible to search for images based on feature values when

searching for images later.

[132] FIGs. 9A and 9B are views to explain a method for downloading and decrypting an

image by using a decryption model according to an embodiment.

[133] The electronic device 100 may receive an image download command at step S910.

Referring to (a) of FIG. 9B, the electronic device 100 may display thumbnail images

corresponding to a plurality of images stored in the server 200. The thumbnail image

may be a thumbnail image generated at step S850 of FIG. 8A. When one of the

plurality of thumbnail images is selected, as shown in (b) of FIG. 9B, the electronic

device 100 may display a menu 970 at the periphery of the selected thumbnail image.

When a 'download' item among the items displayed on the menu 970 is selected, the

electronic device 100 may receive an image download command. However, as

described above, receiving an image download command through the menu 970 is only

an example embodiment, but the electronic device 100 may receive an image

download command using another method.

[134] The electronic device 100 may transmit a download request signal for an image cor

responding to the selected thumbnail image to the server 200 at step S920. The

download request signal may include identification information of an image corre

sponding to the selected thumbnail image.

[135] The server 200 may retrieve a stored characteristic value which is matched with the

identification information of the image at step S930. The server 200 may retrieve a

characteristic value matched with the identification information of the received image



among the characteristic values stored in the memory 220.

[136] The server 200 may transmit the retrieved characteristic value to the electronic

device at step S940. The server 200 may transmit only the retrieved characteristic

value to the electronic device 100, but the present disclosure is not limited thereto. The

server 200 may transmit the version information of the user key together with the char

acteristic value to the electronic device 100.

[137] The electronic device 100 may input the user key and the characteristic value into the

decryption model and restore an image at step S950. The electronic device 100 may

restore an image corresponding to the characteristic value by inputting the user key and

the characteristic value into the decryption model as the input data. When a user key is

different from a user key (or a user key version) used for encrypting an image, the

electronic device 100 may not restore an image corresponding to a characteristic value.

However, when a user key is the same as a user key used for encrypting an image, the

electronic device 100 may restore an image corresponding to a characteristic value

using the decryption model. The decryption model may be trained in parallel with the

encryption model. The electronic device 100 may restore an original image, but it is

only an example embodiment. The electronic device 100 may restore an image of

higher resolution than an original image by using GAN.

[138] The electronic device 100 may provide the restored image at step S960. The

electronic device 100 may display the restored image on the screen shown in (b) of

FIG. 9B. The electronic device 100 may store the restored image in the memory 130 of

the electronic device 100.

[139] FIGs. 10A and 10B are views to explain a method for retrieving an image and de

crypting the image by using a decryption model according to an embodiment.

[140] The electronic device 100 may receive a search object image or a keyword at step

S1010. For example, as shown in (a) of FIG. 10B, the electronic device 100 may

receive a keyword in a search field 1070. For another example, as shown in (b) of FIG.

10B, the electronic device 100 may receive a search object image for retrieving a

similar image through a menu 1080. When the search object image is selected, the

electronic device 100 may input the selected search object image and the user key into

the encryption model and acquire a characteristic value corresponding to the search

object image.

[141] The electronic device 100 may transmit a characteristic value or a keyword corre

sponding to the search object image to the server 200 at step S1020.

[142] The server 200 may retrieve a characteristic value corresponding to a search image to

be retrieved based on a characteristic value or a key word corresponding to a search

object image at step S1030. The server 200 may classify and store characteristic values

according to the similarity. The server 200 may retrieve a characteristic value classified



in a similar manner to a characteristic value corresponding to the received search

object image. When the server 200 classifies the characteristic values according to the

similarity, the images may be classified according to an object included in an image.

When an image is classified according to an object included in the image, the server

200 may retrieve a characteristic value corresponding to an image having an object

corresponding to the received keyword.

[143] The server 200 may transmit the retrieved characteristic value to the electronic

device 100 at step S1040. The server 200 may transmit the version information of the

user key used for encrypting the characteristic value together with the retrieved charac

teristic value.

[144] The electronic device 100 may restore a search image by inputting the retrieved char

acteristic value and the user key into the decryption model at step S1050. The

electronic device 100 may restore a search image corresponding to the characteristic

value retrieved by inputting a user key and a characteristic into a decryption model as

input data.

[145] The electronic device 100 may provide a search image at step S1060.

[146] In other words, as described above, a user may retrieve an image desired by a user

among the encrypted images which are stored in the server 200 by using the char ac

teristic values classified based on the similarity.

[147] FIG. 11 is a flowchart to explain a method for encrypting an image and uploading the

image to an external server by using an encryption model according to an embodiment.

[148] The electronic device 100 may acquire an image at step SI 110. The image may be an

image photographed by the camera 170, but the present disclosure is not limited

thereto. The image may be an image received from an external apparatus, an image

downloaded from a website, a captured screen of the electronic device 100, etc.

[149] The electronic device 100 may receive a user command for uploading the acquired

image at step SI 120. The electronic device 100 may receive a user command for

uploading an image through the menu 880 shown in (b) of FIG. 8B, but the present

disclosure is not limited thereto. The electronic device 100 may receive a user

command for uploading an image using in various manners.

[150] The electronic device 100 may acquire a characteristic value by inputting an image

and a user key into an encryption model at step SI 130. The electronic device 100 may

generate input data by using an image and a user key. The electronic device 100 may

acquire a characteristic value of small capacity by inputting the generated input data

into the trained encryption model.

[151] The electronic device 100 may transmit the identification information and the char ac

teristic value of the acquired image to the server 200 at step SI 140. The electronic

device 100 may transmit the version information of the user key used when a charac-



teristic value is generated to the server 200. The electronic device 100 may generate

and store a thumbnail image of low resolution to display the image to a user even after

transmitting the identification information and the characteristic value of the acquired

image to the server 200.

[152] As described above, the electronic device 100 may encrypt an image and upload the

compressed characteristic value to the server 200 by generating a characteristic value

using an image and a user key and transmitting the generated characteristic value to the

server 200. When an image is uploaded to the external server 200, not only personal

information may be protected but also a characteristic value of small capacity may be

uploaded to the outside.

[153] FIG. 12 is a block diagram illustrating configuration of an electronic device for

training and using an encryption model and a decryption model according to an em

bodiment.

[154] Referring to FIG. 12, a processor 1200 may include at least one of a training unit

1210, an encryption unit 1220, and a decryption unit 1230. The processor 1200 of FIG.

12 may correspond to a processor 140 of the electronic device 100 in FIG. 2 or a

processor of a data training server.

[155] The training unit 1210 may generate or train an encryption model for acquiring a

characteristic value by inputting an image and a user key, and generate or train a de

cryption model for restoring an image by inputting a characteristic value and a user

key. For example, the training unit 1210 may generate, train, or update an encryption

model for acquiring a characteristic value corresponding to an image by using an

image and a user key as training data. For another example, the training unit 1210 may

generate, train, or update a decryption model for restoring an image by using a char ac

teristic value and a user key as training data. The training unit 1210 may train an en

cryption model and a decryption model in parallel. In other words, when a charac

teristic value obtained by inputting a user key and an image into an encryption model

as input data and a user key are input into a decryption model, the encryption model

and the decryption model may be trained in parallel so that an image input into an en

cryption model may be restored.

[156] The training unit 1210 may perform training of the encryption model and decryption

model trained by the general image and the random user key by using the image and

the user key stored in the electronic device 100. The training unit 1210 may maintain

security of the user data and train the encryption model and the decryption model

optimized to a user.

[157] The encryption unit 1220 may use the image and the user key as input data of the

trained encryption model and acquire a characteristic value corresponding to an image.

The encryption unit 1230 may use a characteristic value and a user key as input data of



the trained decryption model and restore an image corresponding to the characteristic

value.

[158] At least part of the training unit 1210 and at least part of the encryption unit 1220/the

decryption unit 1230 may be embodied as a software module, or may be embodied in

the form of at least one hardware chip and mounted on the electronic device. For

example, at least one of the training unit 1210 and the encryption unit 1220/decryption

unit 1230 may be embodied in the form of the hardware chip only for artificial in

telligence (AI), or embodied as part of a general purpose processor (e.g., a CPU and an

application processor) or a graphic processor (e.g., CPU) and mounted on the various

electronic devices or the encryption/decryption apparatus. The hardware chip only for

artificial intelligence may be a processor specialized in probability calculation and

have a higher parallel processing performance than the general purpose processor, so

that it is possible to quickly process calculation in the artificial intelligence field such

as machine learning. When the training unit 1210 and the encryption unit

1220/decryption unit 1230 are implemented as a software module (or a program

module including one or more instructions), the software module may be stored in a

non-transitory computer readable media. In this case, the software module may be

provided by an Operating System (OS) or by a predetermined application. Alter

natively, some of the software modules may be provided by an OS, and some of the

software modules may be provided by a predetermined application.

[159] The training unit 1210 and the encryption unit 1220/the decryption unit 1230 may be

mounted on one electronic device, or on respective electronic devices. For example,

one of the training unit 1210 and the encryption unit 1220/the decryption unit 1230

may be included in the electronic device 100, and the other may be included in an

external server. For another example, one of the encryption unit 1220 and the de

cryption unit 1230 may be included in a first electronic device 100-1. The other may be

included in a second electronic device 100-2. In addition, the training unit 1210 and the

encryption unit 1220/the decryption unit 1230 may provide model information e s

tablished by the training unit 1210 to the encryption unit 122/the decryption unit 1230

in a wired or wireless manner, and the data input into the training unit 1210 may be

provided to the training unit 1210 as additional training data.

[160] FIG. 13A is a block diagram illustrating a training unit 1210, an encryption unit 1220

and a decryption unit 1230 according to various embodiments.

[161] Referring to (a) of FIG. 13A, the training unit 1210 according to an embodiment may

include a training data acquisition unit 1210-1 and a model training unit 1210-4. The

training unit 1210 may further include at least one of a training data pre-processing

unit 1210-2, a training data selection unit 1210-3 and a model evaluation unit 1210-5.

[162] The training data acquisition unit 1210-1 may acquire training data used for an en-



cryption model and a decryption model. According to an embodiment, the training data

acquisition unit 1210-1 may acquire an image and a random user key as training data.

According to another example, the training data acquisition unit 1210-1 may acquire

the image stored in the electronic device 100 and the user key of the electronic device

100 as training data for user optimization.

[163] The model training unit 1210-4 may train an encryption model to acquire a char ac

teristic value corresponding to an image using a user key, and a decryption model to

restore an image corresponding to a characteristic value using a user key based on

training data. For example, the model training unit 1210-4 may acquire a characteristic

value by inputting a user key and an image into an encryption model, and train the en

cryption model and the decryption model to restore an image by inputting the acquired

characteristic value and the user key into the decryption model.

[164] In addition, the model training unit 1210-4 may train an encryption model by

changing the number of layers constituting the encryption model, the kernel size and

the number of channels of each layer, the number of pooling layers, the pooling size,

whether skip connection is applied, whether or not the intermediate feature and the top-

down feature are applied, etc. according to the type of input data. The model training

unit 1210-4 may train a decryption model in parallel with the trained encryption model.

Because the encryption model and the decryption model are trained in parallel, the

training unit 1210 will be described below based on the encryption model.

[165] The model training unit 1210-4 may train the encryption model through the su

pervised learning that uses at least part of the training data as a criterion. For example,

the model training unit 1210-4 may perform self-training without any guidance, and

thus train the encryption model through unsupervised learning that obtains a criterion

for acquiring a characteristic value. The model training unit 1210-4 may train the en

cryption model through reinforcement learning using a feedback as to whether the

result of the situation determination based on the learning is correct. The model

training unit 1210-4 may also train an encryption model using, for example, a learning

algorithm including error back-propagation method or gradient descent.

[166] In addition, the model training unit 1210-4 may train screening criteria as to which

learning data should be used to acquire a characteristic value by using the input data.

[167] When there are a plurality of pre-established encryption models, the model training

unit 1210-4 may determine an encryption model where the input training data is mostly

relevant to basic training data as a training encryption model. The basic training data

may be pre-classified by type of data. The encryption model may be pre-established by

type of data. For example, the basic training data may be pre-classified based on

various criteria such as an area where the training data is generated, a time at which the

learning data is generated, a size of the learning data, a genre of the learning data, a



creator of the learning data, etc.

[168] When the encryption model is trained, the model training unit 1210-4 may store the

trained encryption model. The model training unit 1210-4 may store the trained en

cryption model in the memory 130 of the electronic device 100. The model training

unit 1210-4 may store the trained encryption model in a server memory connected in a

wired/wireless manner.

[169] The training unit 1210 may further include the training data pre-processing unit

1210-2 and the training data selection unit 1210-3 to improve the processing result of

the encryption model or reduce the resource or time used for generating an encryption

model.

[170] The training data pre-processing unit 1210-2 may pre-process the acquired data so

that the acquired data may be used for training the acquisition of a characteristic value.

The training data pre-processing unit 1210-2 may manufacture the acquired data in a

predetermined format so that the model training unit 1210-4 may use the acquired data

for training the acquisition of the characteristic value. For example, as shown in FIGs.

6A and 6B, the training data pre-processing unit 1210-2 may process a user key and an

image as input data.

[171] The training data selection unit 1210-3 may select the data used for training from the

data acquired from the training data acquisition unit 1210-1 and the data pre-processed

by the training data pre-processing unit 1210-2. The selected training data may be

provided to the model training unit 1210-4. According to the preset screening criteria,

the training data selection unit 1210-3 may select training data used for training from

the acquired or pre-processed data. The training data selection unit 1210-3 may select

the training data according to a preset screening criteria by the training of the model

training unit 1210-4.

[172] The training unit 1210 may further include the model evaluation unit 1210-5 to

improve the processing result of the encryption model.

[173] When the evaluation data is input into the encryption model, and the processing

result output from the evaluation data does not satisfy a predetermined criterion, the

model evaluation unit 1210-5 may cause the model training unit 1210-4 to train again.

The evaluation data may be predefined data for evaluating an encryption model.

[174] For example, when the number or the ratio of the evaluation data for which the

processing result is not correct out of the processing results of the trained encryption

model for the evaluation data exceeds a predetermined threshold value, the model

evaluation unit 1210-5 may evaluate that a predetermined criteria is not satisfied.

[175] When there are a plurality of trained encryption models, the model evaluation unit

1210-5 may evaluate whether each of the trained encryption models satisfies a prede

termined criterion, and determine a model that satisfies a predetermined criterion as a



final encryption model. In this case, when there are a plurality of models that satisfy a

predetermined criterion, the model evaluation unit 1210-5 may determine any one or a

predetermined number of models previously set in order of highest evaluation score as

a final encryption model.

[176] Further, as described above, when the encryption model is trained, the training unit

1210 may train the decryption model to be mirrored to the encryption model.

[177] Referring to (b) of FIG. 13A, the encryption unit 1220 according to some em

bodiments may include an input data acquisition unit 1220-1 and a characteristic value

providing unit 1220-4. The encrypting unit 1220 may further include at least one of an

input data pre-processing unit 1220-2, an input data selection unit 1220-3, a model

updating unit 1220-5.

[178] The input data acquisition unit 1220-1 may acquire data used for acquiring a charac

teristic value. The input data acquisition unit 1220-1 may acquire the image and the

user key of the electronic device 100 as input data.

[179] The characteristic value providing unit 1220-4 may acquire a characteristic value cor

responding to an image by applying the data obtained from the input data acquisition

unit 1220-1 to the trained encryption model. The characteristic value providing unit

1220-4 may provide the characteristic value corresponding to the image and the user

key. The characteristic value providing unit 1220-4 may acquire the characteristic

value by applying the data selected by the input data pre-processing unit 1220-2 or the

input data selection unit 1220-3 to the encryption model as an input value.

[180] The encryption unit 1220 may further include the input data pre-processing unit

1220-2 and the input data selection unit 1220-3 to improve the processing result of the

encryption model or reduce resource or time for providing the processing result.

[181] The input data pre-processing unit 1220-2 may pre-process the acquired data so that

the acquired data may be used for acquiring a characteristic value. The input data pre

processing unit 1220-2 may manufacture the input data in a pre-defined format so that

the characteristic value providing unit 1220-4 may use the input data for acquiring a

characteristic value. As shown in FIGs. 6A and 6B, the input data pre-processing unit

1220-2 may process the input data.

[182] The input data selection unit 1220-3 may select data used for acquiring a char ac

teristic value from the data obtained from the input data acquisition unit 1220-1 or the

data pre-processed by the input data pre-processing unit 1220-2. The selected data may

be provided to the characteristic value providing unit 1220-4. The input data selection

unit 1220-3 may select some or all of the acquired or pre-processed data according to a

predetermined selection criterion for acquiring a characteristic value. The input data

selection unit 1220-3 may select data according to a predetermined screening criteria

by the training of the model training unit 1210-4.



[183] The model updating unit 1220-5 may control the encryption model to be updated

based on the evaluation with respect to the characteristic value provided by the charac

teristic value providing unit 1220-4. For example, the model updating unit 1220-5 may

provide a characteristic value provided by the characteristic value providing unit

1220-4 to the model training unit 1210-4 and request the model training unit 1210-4 to

further train or update the encryption model.

[184] Referring to (c) of FIG. 13A, the decryption unit 1230 according to an embodiment

may include the input data acquisition unit 1230-1 and the image providing unit

1230-4. The decryption unit 1230 may further include at least one of the input data pre

processing unit 1230-2, the input data selection unit 1230-3 and the model updating

unit 1230-5.

[185] The input data acquisition unit 1230-1 may acquire data used for restoring an image.

For example, the input data acquisition unit 1230-1 may acquire the user key and the

characteristic value acquired from the server 200 as input data. The image providing

unit 1230-4 may provide an image corresponding to a characteristic value by applying

the data acquired from the input data acquisition unit 1230-1 to the trained decryption

model as input value. The image providing unit 1230-4 may restore an image corre

sponding to a characteristic value and a user key. The image providing unit 1230-4

may restore an image by applying the data selected by the data pre-processing unit

1230-2 or the input data selection unit 1230-3 to the decryption model as an input

value.

[186] The decryption unit 1230 may further include the input data pre-processing unit

1230-2 and the input data selection unit 1230-3 to improve the processing result of the

decryption model and reduce the resource or time for providing the processing result.

[187] The input data pre-processing unit 1230-2 may pre-process the acquired data so that

the acquired data may be used for restoring an image. The input data pre-processing

unit 1230-2 may manufacture the input data in a pre-defined format so that the image

providing unit 1230-4 may use the input data for restoring an image.

[188] The input data selection unit 1230-3 may select the data used for restoring an image

from the data obtained from the input data acquisition unit 1230-1 or the data pre-

processed by the input data pre-processing unit 1230-2. The selected data may be

provided to the image providing unit 1230-4. The input data selection unit 1230-3 may

select some or all of the acquired or pre-processed data according to a preset screening

criteria for restoring an image.

[189] The model updating unit 1230-5 may control the decryption model to be updated

based on the evaluation of an image provided by the image providing unit 1230-4. For

example, the model updating unit 1230-5 may provide the image provided by the

image providing unit 1230-4 to the model training unit 1210-4 and request that the



model training unit 1210-4 may further train or update the decryption model.

[190] FIG. 13B is a view illustrating an example of training an encryption model and

acquiring a characteristic value when the electronic device 100 operates in association

with the external server 200 according to an embodiment.

[191] Referring to FIG. 13B, the external server 200 may train a criterion for the de

cryption model to acquire a characteristic value, and the electronic device 100 may

acquire a characteristic value by using the encryption model generated based on the

training result by the server 200.

[192] The model training unit 1210-4 of the server 200 may perform a function of the

training unit 1210 shown in FIG. 12. The characteristic value providing unit 1220-4 of

the electronic device 100 may acquire the characteristic value corresponding to the

image by applying the data selected by the input data selection unit 1220-3 to the en

cryption model generated by the server 200.

[193] The characteristic value providing unit 1220-4 of the electronic device 100 may

receive the encryption model generated by the server 200 from the server 200, and

acquire a characteristic value corresponding to an image by using the received en

cryption model. The characteristic value providing unit 1220-4 of the electronic device

100 may apply the input data selected by the input data selection unit 1220-3 to the en

cryption model received from the server 200 and acquire a characteristic value corre

sponding to the image.

[194] FIG. 13C is a view illustrating an example of training a decryption model and

restoring an image when the electronic device operates in association with the external

server 200 according to an embodiment.

[195] Referring to FIG. 13C, the external server 200 may train a criterion for the de

cryption model to restore an image, and the electronic device 100 may restore an

image by using the decryption model generated based on the training result by the

server 200.

[196] The model training unit 1210-4 of the server 200 may perform the function of the

training unit 1210 shown in FIG. 12. The image providing unit 1230-4 of the electronic

device 100 may acquire an image corresponding to the characteristic value by applying

the data selected by the input data selection unit 1230-3 to the decryption model

generated by the server 200.

[197] The image providing unit 1230-4 of the electronic device 100 may receive the de

cryption model generated by the server 200 from the server 200, and restore the image

corresponding to the characteristic value by using the received decryption model. The

image providing unit 1230-4 of the electronic device 100 may restore the characteristic

value corresponding to the image by applying the input data selected by the input data

selection unit 1230-3 to the decryption model received from the server 200.



[198] FIGs. 14 and 15 are flowcharts to explain a network system that uses an encryption

model or a decryption model according to various embodiments. Referring to FIGs. 14

and 15, the network system using the encryption model or the decryption model may

include first constituent elements 1401 and 1501 and second constituent elements 1402

and 1502.

[199] The first constituent elements 1401 and 1501 may each be a device, such as the

electronic device 100, and the second constituent elements 1402 and 1502 may each be

a server, such as the server 200 that stores the encryption model or the decryption

model. The first constituent elements 1401 and 1501 may include a general purpose

processor, and the second constituent elements 1402 and 1502 may include an artificial

intelligence dedicated processor, or the first constituent elements 1401 and 1501 may

be at least one application, and the second constituent elements 1402 and 1502 may be

an OS. The second constituent elements 1402 and 1502 may be more integrated,

dedicated, less delayed, performance dominated, or may have the significant amount of

resources than the first constituent elements 1401 and 1501, thereby more quickly and

effectively processing calculations used for generating, updating, or applying an en

cryption model or a decryption model than the first constituent elements 1401 and

1501.

[200] The interface for transmitting and receiving data between the first constituent

elements 1401 and 1501 and the second constituent elements 1402 and 1502 may be

defined.

[201] For example, an application program interface (API) having training data to be

applied to the encryption model or the decryption model as a factor value (or a

parameter value or a transfer value) may be defined. The API may be defined by a sub

routine or a set of functions that could be called for a processing of one protocol (e.g.,

a protocol defined in the electronic device 100) in another protocol (e.g., a protocol

defined in the server 200). In other words, it is possible to provide an environment

where any one protocol performs an operation of another protocol through the API.

[202] The third constituent elements 1403 and 1503 may each be embodied as an external

server or a cloud device that matches and stores a characteristic value corresponding to

the image and identification information of the image.

[203] Referring to FIG. 14, the first constituent element 1401 may receive an image upload

command at step S1410. The image upload command may be acquired through the

menu with respect to the image, but the present disclosure is not limited thereto.

[204] The first constituent element 1401 may acquire a user key at step S1420. The user

key may be the identification information of the electronic device 100 or the password

input by the user.

[205] The first constituent element 1401 may transmit the image and the user key to the



second constituent element 1402 at step S1430. When there are a plurality of user keys,

the first constituent element 1401 may transmit the version information with respect to

a user key corresponding to an image among the plurality of user keys.

] The second constituent element 1402 may acquire a characteristic value by inputting

an image and a user key to an encryption model at step S1440. The encryption model

may be a model to be trained to acquire a characteristic value corresponding to an

image by using an image and a user key as input data.

] The second constituent element 1402 may transmit a characteristic value corre

sponding to an image to the first constituent element 1401 at step S1450.

] The first constituent element 1401 may transmit identification information of an

image and a characteristic value corresponding to an image to the third constituent

element 1403 at step S1460. The first constituent element 1401 may transmit the

version information on the user key to the third constituent element 1403.

] The third constituent element 1403 may match and store the identification in

formation of an image transmitted from the first constituent element 1401 and the char

acteristic value corresponding to the image at step S1470. The third constituent

element 1403 may also store the version information on the user key.

] The first constituent element 1401 may generate a thumbnail image corresponding to

the image at step S1480. Based on a user command for displaying an image being

received, the first constituent 1401 may display the generated thumbnail image.

] Referring to FIG. 15, a third constituent element 1503 may match and store identi

fication information and a characteristic value at step S1510.

] The first constituent element 1501 may receive a download command for an image at

step SI520. The download command may be input through a menu with respect to the

image, but the present disclosure is not limited thereto. The download command may

be input in various manners.

] The first constituent element 1501 may transmit a download request signal to the

third constituent element 1503 at step S1530. The download request signal may

include identification information of an image to be downloaded.

] The third constituent element 1503 may retrieve a characteristic value corresponding

to the identification information of the image at step SI540. A characteristic value

matched with the identification information of the image among the plurality of char

acteristic values stored in the third constituent element 1503 may be retrieved.

] The third constituent element 1503 may transmit the retrieved characteristic value to

the first constituent element 1501 at step SI550. The third constituent element 1503

may transmit the retrieved characteristic value to the first constituent element 1501, but

the present disclosure is not limited thereto. The retrieved characteristic value may be

directly transmitted to the second constituent element 1502.



[216] The first constituent element 1501 may transmit the user key and the characteristic

value to the second constituent element 1502 at step S1560.

[217] The second constituent element 1502 may store an image by inputting the user key

and the characteristic value to the decryption model at step S I570. The decryption

model may be a model that is trained to restore an image by using the user key and the

characteristic value as input data and could be trained in parallel with the encryption

model.

[218] The second constituent element 1502 may transmit the restored image to the first

constituent element 1501 at step S1580.

[219] The first constituent element 1501 may provide the restored image at step SI590.

The first constituent element 1501 may store the restored image.

[220] Various embodiment may be embodied as software including commands stored in

machine -readable storage media. The machine may be an apparatus that calls one or

more instructions stored in a storage medium and is operable according to the called

instructions, including an electronic device in accordance with the disclosed em

bodiments (e.g., an electronic device 100). When the one or more instructions are

executed by a processor, the processor may perform the function corresponding to the

instructions, either directly or under the control of the processor, using other

components. The one or more instructions may include a code made by a compiler or a

code executable by an interpreter. The machine-readable storage medium may be

provided in the form of a non-transitory storage medium. The 'non-transitory' means

that the storage medium does not include a signal but is tangible, but does not dis

tinguish whether data is stored semi-permanently or temporarily on a storage medium.

[221] According to an embodiment, the method according to various embodiments

disclosed herein may be provided in a computer program product. A computer

program product may be traded between a seller and a purchaser as a commodity.

[222] A computer program product may be distributed in the form of a machine-readable

storage medium (e.g., compact disc read only memory (CD-ROM)) or distributed

online through an application store (e.g., Play Store™). In the case of on-line dis

tribution, at least a portion of the computer program product may be temporarily

stored, or temporarily created, on a storage medium such as a manufacturer's server, a

server of an application store, or a memory of a relay server.

[223] At least one of the components, elements, modules or units represented by a block,

including those illustrated in FIGs. 2-4, 7, 12, 13A, 13B and 13C, may be embodied as

various numbers of hardware, software and/or firmware structures that execute re

spective functions described above, according to an exemplary embodiment. For

example, at least one of these components, elements, modules or units may use a direct

circuit structure, such as a memory, a processor, a logic circuit, a look-up table, etc.



that may execute the respective functions through controls of one or more micro

processors or other control apparatuses. Also, at least one of these components,

elements, modules or units may be specifically embodied by a module, a program, or a

part of code, which contains one or more executable instructions for performing

specified logic functions, and executed by one or more microprocessors or other

control apparatuses. Also, at least one of these components, elements, modules or units

may further include or may be implemented by a processor such as a central processing

unit (CPU) that performs the respective functions, a microprocessor, or the like. Two

or more of these components, elements, modules or units may be combined into one

single component, element, module or unit which performs all operations or functions

of the combined two or more components, elements, modules or units. Also, at least

part of functions of at least one of these components, elements, modules or units may

be performed by another of these components, elements, modules or units. Further,

although a bus is not illustrated in the above block diagrams, communication between

the components, elements, modules or units may be performed through the bus.

Functional aspects of the above exemplary embodiments may be implemented in al

gorithms that execute on one or more processors. Furthermore, the components,

elements, modules or units represented by a block or processing steps may employ any

number of related art techniques for electronics configuration, signal processing and/or

control, data processing and the like.

Although embodiments have been shown and described, it will be appreciated by

those skilled in the art that changes may be made to these embodiments without

departing from the principles and spirit of the present disclosure. Accordingly, the

scope of the present disclosure is not construed as being limited to the described em

bodiments, but is defined by the appended claims as well as equivalents thereto.
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Claims
A method for controlling an electronic device including at least one

processor configured to encrypt an image and upload the encrypted

image to an external server by using an artificial intelligence neural

network model, the method comprising:

receiving a command to upload an image to the external server;

acquiring, based on the command, a characteristic value corresponding

to the image by inputting the image and a key of the electronic device

into a neural network model trained to identify characteristic values

based on an input image and an input key; and

transmitting identification information of the image and the char ac

teristic value to the external server.

The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the key of the electronic

device is one from among a password of the electronic device and iden

tification information of the electronic device.

The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the key is one of a plurality

of keys, and

wherein the transmitting comprises transmitting version information of

the key corresponding to the image to the external server together with

the identification information of the image and the characteristic value.

The method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising:

acquiring, based on the command, a thumbnail image corresponding to

the image;

matching and storing the thumbnail image and the identification in

formation of the image; and

deleting the image.

The method as claimed in claim 4, further comprising providing the

thumbnail image based on receiving a display command to display the

image.

The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the external server matches

and stores the identification information of the image and the char ac

teristic value, compares a similarity between the image and another

image based on the characteristic value, and classifies the image based

on the similarity.

The method as claimed in claim 6, further comprising:

receiving a retrieval command to retrieve an image related to a

keyword;
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transmitting a request to the external server requesting a search related

to the keyword; and

receiving, based on the request, a characteristic value corresponding to

at least one search image related to the keyword from the external

server, the at least one search image being at least one from among

images classified based on the similarity comparison.

[Claim 8] The method as claimed in claim 7, further comprising restoring the at

least one search image by inputting the characteristic value corre

sponding to the at least one search image and the key of the electronic

device into a decryption model trained to restore an image by using the

characteristic value corresponding to the at least one search image and

the key as input data.

[Claim 9] The method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising:

transmitting, based on receiving a download command to receive the

characteristic value corresponding to the image, a request signal re

questing the characteristic value corresponding to the image to the

external server;

receiving, based on the request signal, the characteristic value corre

sponding to the image from the external server; and

restoring the image by inputting the characteristic value corresponding

to the image and the key of the electronic device into a decryption

model which is trained to restore an image by using the characteristic

value and the key.

[Claim 10] The method as claimed in claim 9, wherein the receiving comprises

receiving version information of the key of the electronic device used

for encrypting the image together with the characteristic value corre

sponding to the image from the external server, and

wherein the restoring comprises restoring the image by inputting the

characteristic value corresponding to the image and the key of the

electronic device corresponding to the version information into the de

cryption model.

[Claim 11] An electronic device, comprising:

a communicator;

a display;

a memory; and

a processor configured to control the electronic device in electrical

connection with the communicator, the display and the memory,

wherein the processor is further configured to:
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implement a neural network model trained to acquire a characteristic

value by using an image and a key as input data and a program for

performing an operation of the electronic device,

acquire an input signal according to a command to upload an image to

an external server,

acquire, based on the input signal, the characteristic value corre

sponding to the image by inputting the image and a key of the

electronic device into the neural network model, and

control the communicator to transmit identification information of the

image and the characteristic value to the external server.

[Claim 12] The electronic device as claimed in claim 11, wherein the key of the

electronic device is one from among a password of the electronic

device and identification information of the electronic device.

[Claim 13] The electronic device as claimed in claim 11, wherein the key is one of

a plurality of keys, and

wherein the processor is further configured to control the com

municator to transmit version information of the key corresponding to

the image to the external server together with the identification in

formation of the image and the characteristic value.

[Claim 14] The electronic device as claimed in claim 11, wherein the processor is

further configured to:

acquire, based on the command, a thumbnail image corresponding to

the image,

match and store the thumbnail image and the identification information

of the image in the memory, and

delete the image from the memory.

[Claim 15] The electronic device as claimed in claim 14, wherein the processor is

further configured to control the display to provide the thumbnail

image based on receiving a display command the display the image.
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